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Have you ever walked into a school and had the sense that you are in a place where 

students and staff are flourishing? Everyone is engaged; student work is celebrated and 

nature is present within the classrooms and hallways. If so, you have likely already 

stepped into a Living School. 

The focus on well-being ensures that Living Schools support outdoor learning, social-emotional 
learning and positive education in addition to other recommendations for transforming education 
which includes; fostering creativity, innovation, entrepreneurial mindsets, and digital literacy. In 
practice, this might take the form of bringing ‘new’ pedagogies into the classroom. Pedagogies 
such as inquiry-based learning, place-based learning, student-centred learning, outdoor learning, 
Genius Hour, nature-based learning and so forth. In essence, Living Schools are coalescing some of 
the most exciting recommendations for education transformation. 

One of the key features of the Living School framework is that it aims to offer a comprehensive 
integration of many recommendations that are often addressed in isolation. For instance, there is 
recognition that greater attention needs to paid to social-emotional learning, entrepreneurship 
education, positive mental health, and inclusive education but it would be an insurmountable task 
for administrators and teachers to respond to all of these independently. It has also been our 
experience that well-intended efforts to bring public education into the 21st century, or efforts to 
address pressing health and well-being concerns, consistently overlook how to do so from a 
sustainability perspsustainability perspective. Living Schools make an explicit connection to sustainability and 
contributing to sustainable societies. Living Schools are on the forefront of the education transition 
that Hargreaves, Shirley, Wangia, Bacon, & D’Angelo (2018) describe as the shift from the Age of 
Achievement and Effort towards the Age of Learning, Well-being and Identity. In Living Schools, 
there is purposeful attention to student, teacher and staff well-being.



Howard, P., & O'Brien, C. (2018)Ą
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	00: 3 and 4
	0: Danielle Shrumm
	1: -using Twitter as a tool to connect and engage students with the world. I "like" human interest stories and environmental stewardship posts and share them with the class
	2: -teaching about acceptance and being curious without attaching judgment
	3: -we just brought in a class plant and need to reserach how to care for "her" (Flora-persuasive letter writing experience!)
-we repotted spider plants that were gifted to us into washed out milk cartons as Halloween 'treats'
	4: -connecting with other schools and classrooms. I know some classrooms use Skype or some still use the "pen pal" method. I'd like to find more ways for the students to connect with other students
	5: -developing more of a definition of culture with the students. It can be a big concept and the better that they understand it as young students, the more in depth they'll become as olders students and adults
	6: -observing plants in our school community throughout the seasons
-I'd like to have the apiary come in and talk about the importance of bees
-discuss human impact and how our conveniences affect the rest of the living world
	7: -as I extend my Twitter use and read other people's blogs, etc. I will discover more that I want to share with my students
	8: -learn more about my own students and see if they (or their familes) would share customs, culture, tradtions, languages, etc. with us
	9: -a former parent is taking her "Master Gardener" course and is willing to teach us and share her knowledge. I do not have a "green thumb" so I can also learn with the students
	10: -the grade 3 Social Studies curriculum is a perfect opportuntiy to connect students (we loop years so I teach this every second year)
	11: -again, the grade 3 Social Studies curriculum fits nicely
-grade 4 Social Studies Living in Canada does too
	12: -plants and habitats are in our Science curriculum and we will be exploring all about this (codependency, human impacts, etc.)
	13: -teaching students to love themselves and be proud of who they are
-emphaszing that everyone has the right to belong
-teaching respect to all living things and leading by example
-sharing ways to take the judgement and shame out of people's poor choices and finding ways to make easy changes that make us feel good 
	14: -I do daily mindfulness with the students where I teach and practice different types of mindfulness techniques with the class
-all students in the school have a Yoga class once per cycle
-lunch walks with a coworker
-getting the students outside for a variety of purposes (phys. ed., literacy, Science, Social Studies, Math, the Arts, etc.)
	15: -we use the 4Cs (communication, collaboration, criticial thinking and creativity) to drive how we learn and work through challenges
	16: -revisting our #BAM campain (Be Awesome Montrosians)
-extending classroom discussions into projects that can impact other students and also reach a broader audience (via Social Media perhaps)
	17: -creating something for staff wellness that builds community and connects to well-being with a focus on sustainabilty. 
	18: -reading more growth mindset books to the students 
-we are beginning to use a program called We Are Social Detectives & Super Flex to augment how we teach problem solving skills and keeping a growth mindset vs having a fixed mindset which I am interested to see where this goes
	19: -looking for read aloud books to share with the students to incorportate this attribute and help make more connections outside of the classroom
	20: -Project 11 (Winnipeg based initiative with the True North Foundation focussing on Mental Health) is developing an early years series that I would like to be part of. The 5/6s are being trained with the middle years curriculum and have had success in their classrooms
	21: -doing some research on ways to distinguish growth mindset vs. fixed mindset and sharing examples that are relatable for the students
	22: -Health: Under the MB personal and social management section
-Beginning of the year is a good time to teach or revisit (since I keep my students for two years)
	23: -I did a reusable coffee cup challenge around Earth Day and that went over well, so maybe more things like that for staff
-this year we are planning on doing a fundraiser to support a local womens' shelter
-creating more opportunities to invite other classes outside with us to help them get started
-sharing how we do mindfulness with others
	24: -during Genius Hour (which we haven't yet started, but plan to soon)
-beginning of the year to start the year off with how we deal with challenges
	25: -all students work with each other at some point in the year. This helps us learn more about each other and foster relationships that might not occur naturally
-refer to "expected" and "unexpected" behaviours
-practing empathy
	26: -we do a land acknowledgement each morning on the announcements
-we have created a school treaty and have an art installment displayed in the library
-we focus on the contributions of Indigenous Peoples and their knowledge of the land we live and learn on
-we enbed these teachings as a school during special events
	27: -finding more ways for students to get to know each other at the start of the year to build relationships right away
-creating a "kindness campaign" with the students (they have been interested in developing something on a school wide basis)
	28: -finding Manitoban and Canadian resrouces to help with these teachings when I feel like I am not experienced enough to do so

	29: -read and share more about empathy. We focussed on this furing the Creativity course I took last summer and it made me realize that we often could use more empathy with our students and each other (staff)
	30: -making connections with Indigenous teachers in the Winnipeg School Division (WSD) to have speakers and knowledge keepers share with the students (as we already have this year with the staff)
	31: -doing lessons on respect and what that looks like in different social settings and why it matters to show respect. Can start with something as simple as why we stop, stand at attention and sing/listen to the national anthem
	32: -continuing our time exploring the Assiniboine Forest and incorporate more Indigenous teachings that go beyond what we've done in the past (respecting the land has been our main focus)
	33: -I give my students the chance to have 'voice and choice' at every opportunity. It is always a good reminder to tell yourself that this is about the kids and not about you, so it doesn't have to look the way you picture it
	34: -I write a weekly blog for familes to recap the week and prepare for the week ahead
-I use Seesaw as a communication tool between home and school (operates as a digital portfolio)
-my Twitter is used to share things from school and to bring the world into the classroom!
	35: -I just found out that we have been granted release time for me and our Arts/Outdoor Ed teacher (as I no longer take on the school outdoor ed role) to connect with 4-5 other schools in our area to plan and share together
	36: -taking a look at things I still tend to "control" and give this to the students as well
-seeing how we as teachers make sure our voice is heard within the school community and beyond
	37: -extending this outside of my class. How can I show teachers that giving up control and giving it to the students is better for everyone?
	38: -planning "special events"
-developing criteria with students
-books we read, projects we do, etc.
	39: -figuring out ways to inform parents, but not overwhelm them
-getting the students to do most of their own Seesaw posts and getting parents to respond to these posts
	40: -seeing what other teachers and schools are doing
-reflecting on what we are doing as a school and how that changes with someone new in the outdoor ed role
	41: -I've taken the training to be a Seesaw ambassador in the past, but did not renew it as there is too much going on. I contunue to share with teaching staff and assist them with Seesaw which always teachings me something new or reminds me of something I have forgotten!
	42: -the blog helps me reflect on what we've done at school, helps me to plan ahead and keeps me accountable, so I try to post on all subject areas
-I need to post more Math on Seesaw. That seems to be what we post the least of for some reason
	43: -we will share our plans and get ideas from our staff during staff meetings and TSI (The School Improvement) team meetings
	44: -developing our own PD and then creating something for us as neighbouring schools to do together is really exciting
	45: -we talk about this a lot. We all belong and our differences make us who we are
-we just finished reading 3 books about "Bat", a boy with Autism where we learned a lot about Autism and how people's brains work in different ways, but we are all people and want to be accepted by others
	46: -I try to connect everything we do with sustainability and how that impacts our well-being (regular outdoor time, community walks to pick up garbage, why we buy local)
-presentations from Winnipeg's Green Action Centre
	47: -taking the students to our school's Autism Centre and interacting with the students from the program more consistently. Reading the book and having disucssions has already encouraged my students to play with the kids from the Autism Centre more at recess and greet them in the halls
	48: -we do an AAC (Augmentative and Alternative Communication) day once a year, but it would be better to do more learning and teaching about different forms of communication

	49: -Social Studies themes of belogning (Life in Canada, etc.)
-ongoing theme of inclusion, divesity and belonging
-we visit a new park that is inclusive for wheelchairs, etc. We should talk more about this before our visits
	50: -finding ways to move forward. Things I've been doing for years are now habits, so what are the next steps?
	51: -figuring out where our compost bins and supplies are and getting that restarted
-connecting with local businesses and resources and invite them into the class to speak
	52: -extending our Earth Month challenges into things that are year long or include other months 
-go through the Science and Social Studies curriculum with students to see where we find ways for sustainability and well-being fit in
	53: -taking this course has me excited to share with my colleageues 
	54: -use of flexible seating in the class
-projects and experiences with small groups
-mixed groups between all 3/4 classes when possible
	55: -we work hard as a team to make things interdisciplinary such as Science and Music, Math and ELA, Social Studies and Art

	56: -working within my grade group team to share the idea of Living Schools
-continuing my own inquiry on Living Schools
	57: -visit the school in Gimli (one of the examples of Living Schools from our readings)
-visit Beaver Creek Academy in Winnipeg, or talk to someone and see if it would fit into a Living School philisophy
	58: -this would be accomplished by working with my adminitstrator and team first and then through whole school activities
	59: -we've used vertical teams in the past and I'd like to revisit that 

	60: -seeing how the students make connections between subjects
	61: -do some research on "houses" at schools (that's what we called them in high school). How can we work collaboratively with mixed grade groups (vertical teams) in order to build community
	62: -exploring new things to do with our grade 1/2 learning buddies. We read about half the time we see each other, but more effective planning would make for better experiences
	63: -incorporating more of the Arts with Science and Social Studies
	64: -working more with the "specialty" teachers in the building and deciding how we can work together to cover more ground and make experiences more effective and authentic
	65: -Genius Hour 
-work with Inquiry support teacher at the school
-inquiry based approach through all subject areas
	66: -refugee student from Somalia is a perfect example for differentiated learning and inclusion. Everything we do is differentiated for her
-adaptations for student with hearing loss
	67: -Genius Hour 
-offering voice and choice to fister creativity
	68: -completing Genius Hour revamp that fits with the skills and abilities of the group I have now
	69: -reading more Project Based Learning books that I haven't gotten to yet (John Spencer, A.J. Juliani, Kath Murdoch)
	70: -Inquiry time slot with Inquiry suuport teacher
-Genius Hour
-whereever possible
	71: -finding ways to differentiate for the learners that are slightly below grade level and engaigng these learners in a way that makes sense for them withough the higher level thinkers taking over
	72: -would like to do a class "Genius Hour" but as a "Com-passion Prohect" to introduce how Genius Hour works, and go through process as a group, while focussing on helping others
	73: -working with the translator and the deaf and hard of hearing teacher 
	74: -across all subject areas
	75: -Genius Hour
-Science/Social Studies
-Earth Day (Week or Month) challenges
	76: -recently attended a workshop with the Wildlife Have and the Prairie Wildlile Rehabilitation Centre to seek information about possible presentations/field trips to link with our Science topic of habitats
	77: -using my resuable water bottles and coffee cups and talking about why I use them
-encouraging students to being water bottles from home
-sharing what I learn from my Yoga/mindfulness classes
-participate with students in physical activity
	78: -using a vareity of methods for asessment
-creating rubrics together as a class
-using targeted instruction sessions with the 3/4 team
	79: -explicity talk about what it means to take risks in our learning
-sharing personal risk taking (I share a lot about my university classes)
	80: -creating more school wide physical and sustainable events (last year we did this around the Winter/Summer Solstice and Fall/Spring Equinox)
	81: -Educalm is a newer resource available to teachers (and families) about mindfulness practices. It is a paid subscription, but worth looking into
	82: -my Friluftsliv time (teacher led ourdoor gym)
-the time we work with the designated outdoor ed teacher
-
	83: -asessment of Genius Hour is something we are still working on
	84: -encouraging the "shy" kids to take more risks
	85: -reading through the Genius Hour resources we have and doing some research about how other teachers have done assessment during this time
	86: -across all subject areas
	87: -when forming groups
-when brainstorming project ideas, etc with the class
-using student feedback for incorporating things they want to learn more about
	88: -continuing to share my own experiences with others
-trying something new with the students, doing my own Genius Hour for example
	89: 
	90: -taking my class to work and play outdoors on a regular basis
-getting the outdoor education initative (Friluftsliv) started (and implementing it for a year)
-visits to a nearby forest (forest exploration)
-going out in all types of weather (focus on spending time outside and not only waiting for 'perfect weather'
	91: -making conenctions between decisions we make and the world around us (how does what we choose to do impact other people/living things/available resources, etc.)
	92: 
	93: 
	94: 
	95: -doing a one week outdoor challenge in June as a school
	96: -finding a version of this that makes sense to 8 and 9 year olds
	97: -connecting with a group of nearby schools and working with teachers from these schools to develop and coordinate outdoor learning opportunites. We've been approved for 4 days of release time to meet, share and plan
	98: -Science-habitats, plants
-Physical Education (teacher led gym time)
-across all subjects
-with our learning buddies and as a whole school
	99: -Health: Healthy Lifestyle Practicecs
-Social Studies: Living in Manitoba (environmental stewardship and sustainability)
-Science: Habitats & Communities, Erosion, Growth & Changes in Plants, Soils in the Environment
	100: -connect with a local store/bakery/restaurant that prides themself as a supporter of locally sourced ingredients and products. In the past we've emailed back and forth and they showed interest in speaking to us, but we ran out of time to pursue anything
	101: -driftwood bench in the classroom 
-use only one of the lights, or no lights when able
-leave blinds open for natural light
-flexible seating (use of pillows, mats, low tables, floor chairs, etc.)
	102: -garbage pick up in school and local community
-visiting local parks and playgrounds
-community walks
-place based learning using seasonal visits to Assiniboine Forest
	103: 
	104: -exploring other types of seating/work spaces. My carpet is being taken out in November and it provides an opportunity for us (the staff and students) to think of changes we would like to see (use of  area rugs,carpet samples as seats, new cusions, etc.)
	105: -see what others teachers are using in their classrooms (at my own school and from things I can find online)
	106: -read to self time
-work/project time
-mindfulness time
	107: -like previously mentioned: connections to a local store/bakery/restaurant and how supporting local contributes to strong community ties
	108: 
	109: -looking at ways kids are becoming active global citizens and see how that inspires the kids in the class. Using peers as mentors can be powerful-think about Greta's achievements already in her young life!
	110: -fits nicely with our Social Studies curriculum
-global citizen examples surface all the time. I try to use Twitter to 'catch' some of these and share them with the students. I can always make time for any reminders of good in the world
	111: 
	112: 
	113: -doing regular mindfulness practice with the class
-share my own Yoga and meditation experiences
-being physically active as a class 
-"homework" is to get outside and spend time in nature!
	114: -treat all students as individuals and support their individual needs
-focus on physical, mental and emotional health and well-being in a vareity of ways
-support families and work together as partners 
	115: -being physically active in an outdoor setting
-exploring the connection between mental health and nature
	116: -working with the staff to practice more well-being and connect more as a community
	117: -using the Winnipeg Teachers Associate grant funds for wellness
	118: -embedded within all things that we teach and learn
	119: -enhancing staff well-being. We are an extremely busy school and I worry about burnout and health concerns when people need to take a break, but do not take one
	120: -talking more about whole foods and learning where our foods comes from (how we can grow them at home or a community garden or order fresh vegetables from other sources) and how that is better for our bodies
	121: -getting the staff involved with sharing their concerns and needs
-looking at using one of our professional development days as a wellness day
	122: -teaching about emapathy
-teaching health as a whole and emphasizing that health does not only equal physical health
	123: -healthy lifestyle practices
-gowth and changes in plants


	124: -looking into indoor gardening for small spaces and see if we can grow something in class
	125: -discussions and reflections about how we feel when we make sustainable choices (reducing plastics, water or electricity, for example) and how those positive feelings are important to our well-being and the well-being of society
	126: -open to and encourage suggestions and converstations with students, teachers and familes
-take the time to communicate with families via the blog and Seesaw and in person
-avoid only communicating with others when there is a 'problem'. Sharing the positives is much more enjoyable!
-using Twitter to share 
	127: -brainstorming ways students see relationships between these 
	128: -exploring the concept of sustainable happiness 
	129: -mindfulness
-persuasive writing (how living sustainably can lead to happiness and well-being)
-Genius Hour ideas
	130: -having the students share more on a public platform to reach a broader audience
	131: -learning more about tips for "tough conversations". I find it very challenging to have these types of communications with parents and colleagues
	132: -Internet safety-what positive communication can look like online
-when teaching students how to "respectfully disagree" or share their opinions with others even when they don't agree with them
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